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Tajuk: MSNS visit Games Village at Unimas

SUkMA 2016

KUCHING: About 14 staff of the Sarawak State Sports Council (MSNS) were given a tour of the facilities on Thursday at Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (Unimas) which will be used as a Games Village for Sarawak Sukma athletes during the duration of the Sukma Games which will be held from July 22-31.

On hand to conduct the inspection were Unimas Head of Sports Officer Zamerti Bilan and his staff who showed the facilities which will house the Sarawak athletes as well as working staff of the MSNS.

The facilities visited include the athletes hostel, the operation room or secretariat as well as the place for first aid clinic.

They also checked out the main hall which will be used for the official opening of the contingent camp where the symbolic presentation of flag by Chief Minister Tan Sri Datuk Patinggi Adenan Satem to the athletes who will represent the State during the Games.

The Sarawak athletes will start moving into the Games village on July 14 with sports such as football starting the earliest on July 15.

All the athletes for 24 sports will be staying at the village, except for petanque, tenpin bowling, gymnastics rythmic, squash and golf.
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